Focus week 37 2022

Further price falls across markets
For the second week in a row, there were price falls across the European energy markets.
The markets appear to have stabilised slightly following the extreme price climbs in August.

Here and now

EU drops price ceiling on Russian gas

Nordic spot prices fell slightly last week,
with the average Nordic system price
being EUR 307.84/MWh, approximately 4% lower than the previous week.
Nevertheless, prices remain extremely
high when viewed from a historical perspective. In the forward market, prices
fell for the second week in a row as
part of the general price falls across the
European energy markets. Expectations of an EU intervention in the markets, as well as signs of the gas stores
being close to full ahead of the winter,
have both contributed to the price falls,
but the developments have also been
helped by the wetter and windier weather forecasts.

Throughout last week, the markets
had been waiting for the EU summit on
Friday, at which heads of state were
due to meet to discuss a potential
intervention in the energy markets.
One of the most keenly awaited
items on the agenda was whether
a price ceiling would be introduced
for Russian gas, something the
European Commission had proposed
as part of its announcements ahead
of the summit. However, the member
states were unable to reach an
agreement, possibly because Russia
had threatened to shut down the final
gas supplies to Europe if this proposal

Our recommendation
The markets continue to wait for news
from the EU about the measures the
Union will implement to lower the price
of electricity and gas for consumers.
Volatility in the market will remain high
for as long as uncertainty remains. We
believe that falling prices are most likely both in the gas market and the Nordic energy market this coming week.

became reality. The meeting concluded
without any clear announcement
regarding potential interventions, and
the markets continue to hold their
breath as they look ahead to the coming
weeks. The Czech presidency of the EU
has announced that negotiations will
continue both with the Commission
and internally between member states
over the coming days and weeks. For
now, the expectation of any form
of intervention and the EU’s plan to
reduce energy consumption over the
winter remain enough to push prices
down.

Forward

Wk 35 (EUR/MWh)

Wk 36 (EUR/MWh)

Expectation (wk 37)

ENOMOCT-22

225.00

195.25

↘

ENOQ4-22

282.00

245.00

↘

ENOYR-23

183.50

154.00

↘

SYHELYR-23

13.00

12.00

→

SYOSLYR-23

82.00

82.00

→

European gas stores being filled ahead of winter

Forecasts

European gas stores are close to full ahead of the coming winter. This has
put a dampener on the nervousness in the market and has caused gas
prices to fall in recent weeks.

The weather: For the first time
in some time, we are now entering a relatively wet period in the
Nordic region, and precipitation
volumes some way above normal are expected until the end
of next week. The hydro-balance
deficit therefore looks set to decrease during this same period.

Following a summer of very extreme price climbs, European gas prices have fallen sharply in recent weeks. In the Dutch gas exchange, TTF, the day price for
gas was around EUR 190/MWh at the start of this week. By comparison, the
price reached no less than EUR 312/MWh when the market peaked at the end
of August. The contracts for the coming months, quarters and years have experienced similar price falls and, at its current price of around EUR 180/MWh, the
2023 year contract has fallen by 40% in less than three weeks.
Despite declining Russian gas deliveries and the now complete shutdown of the
Nord Stream 1 pipeline, it would appear that the EU member states are close to
achieving their goal of filling up the gas stores ahead of winter. The latest data
shows that European gas stores are already at 84% of capacity, while the German figures alone show 88% of stock capacity. These figures are much higher
than at this time last year, and this is naturally helping alleviate the panic in
the markets now that Europe is heading towards the winter with relatively well
stocked gas stores.
The sharp price falls of more than 40% across the market are also linked to the
fact that the situation at the end of August was so panic-stricken that prices
were pushed up to a level that did not correspond to reality. The falls we are now
experiencing are therefore also much greater. The expectations for the already
mentioned market interventions and the EU’s plan to decrease gas consumption
by 15% this winter are also helping lower the prices.
Despite the major recent price falls, there is no doubt that the gas market in Europe remains nervous. Russia is unwilling to restart Nord Stream 1 unless the EU
lifts its sanctions against the country, and this does not appear to be something
that the Union is willing to negotiate on. This means that there are limits to how
far the market can fall before the fears of a potential cold winter without Russian
gas come into the equation.

Spot: We believe that the spot
prices in the Nordic region will
fall further this week due to the
wetter and windier weather conditions. We anticipate an average
Nordic system price of around
EUR 160/MWh for week 37,
which would constitute nearly a
halving compared to the levels
experienced in the last couple of
weeks.

EPADs
Norwegian EPADs have, to some
degree, stabilised following the
substantial climbs over the summer. The NO1 EPAD for 2023
remains at EUR 82/MWh. In Finland, the 2023 EPAD has fallen
slightly and now costs EUR 12/
MWh.
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